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housing, summing up about 80 em of sediments (4800-4600/4500 BC). The settlement was
estahllshed between the Passage of the Siret R.tver and the �oldavian Plain; it is possible that this
location made it a rich habitat for wild animals, particularly Jor wild boar.
Worked tusks at the site include more of 90 pieces, discovered

m

vanous archaeological

contexts: in houses, in pits, and in stratum. The dispersion of the artefacts suggests that in the
analysed settlement doesn't existed a special place (workshop) for the boar tusk manufacturing - at
least it was not yet archaeologically identified. However, we have to remark many types of objects:
utilitarian (scrapers, spatulas, points), and ornamental (plates, pendants).
This work was supported by the grants of the Romanian National Authority for Scientific
Research, CNCS - UEFISCDI, project number PN-11-RU-Tl:.-2011-3-0146, and project number
PN-H-10-PCE-2011-3-0885.
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ln the deposits of various Chalcolithic settlemenlc; in Romama we notice the discovery of
numerous astragals coming from different animals. Rather few of them have usc traces, being
polished, perforated or incised. Nevertheless, the astragals used in ritualistic contexts are really rare.
ln the Cucuteni A level of the Tell from Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru (Bacau County, Romania) a
deposit of astragals was found below the clay platform of a house: 21 of cattle. three of red deer and
one of sheep/goat. The astragals were more or less altered, 1 3 of them have traces of polishing
(blunting) on the anterior face. We mention obvious traces of red ochre on astragals, and the contact
of certain pieces with copper artefacts may be suggested by the spcctfic coloration (greenish)
identified m the case of four astragaJs.
A deposit consishng of 497 sheep/goat and pig astragals was found in the Cucuteni B site from
Ghclaicsti-Ncdeia (Neamt County, Romania), in a large pot of found in a sanctuary. Some of the
aslragals were polished, and some were incised.
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Two hypotheses, use in divination and use in ritualistic games, could be valid for the
Chalcolithic astragals. The astragals found in ritual deposits together with another deposit having
cultlc character seem to support their interpretatiOn as objects loaded with supernatural powers
permitting one to read the future and having a beneficent effect on their users and for the
constructions in which were included.
Th1s work was supported by the grants of the Romanian National Authority for Scientific
Research, CNCS - UEFISCDI, project number P�-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0885, and project number
PN-11-RU-TE-2011-3-0146.
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Most of the archaeologJcal sttes belonging to the Late Roman Penod and located in the Central
and Eastern Europe have yielded numerous and various objects that demonstrate the existence of an
extensive activtty of bone processing. One of the well-developed handicrafts during this period in the
area of the Santana de Mur�-Cemjachov Culture was bone and antler-working. Evidence of this
handicraft comes from archaeological evidence attested in many settlements and cemeteries. The
scale of production differs from one period and region to other. Until know we know two mam areas
of the comb mass production in the Eastern European Barbaricum- Bfirlad-Valea Seaca and Velika
Snitinka.
The abundance of bone and antler objects found in the Santana de Mur�-Ctm1jachov Culture
sites suggests that it was a widespread practice in the Late Roman Period. Even, if in most of the
settlements from area of the Santana de Mure�-Cernjachov Culture the handicrafts were not so well
separated, but the archaeological evidence discovered in the Birlad-Valea Seaca and Velika Srutinka
2 settlements leads us to the idea that the inhabitants living and working in these dwellings were
distinctly specialized category of artisans in bone and antler working and can be considered as
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